
Dear Harvest Partner,
Last month we talked about the coming total lunar eclipse, a super blood moon. As I was writing

this letter I was able to see the eclipse from the beginning to the end. What a wonderful and beautiful
sight in the heavens! Just as Luke said in Luke 21:25, there shall be signs in the sun and in the moon.
Also I mentioned about Oct. 18 to 31, 2018 there were no sun spots. (14 days) A similar happening 300
years ago brought extremely cold weather. Could that be affecting our weather now? – Scientists are
saying the polar vortex is collapsing. Here’s what that means for your winter weather. (Quote) - “The
blast of Arctic weather headed for the United States could be a first sign of still worse things to come
this winter, with signs that a circular low-pressure system of swirling winds that normally keeps frigid
air locked up at the North Pole has been disrupted and split into smaller parts. – The disruption in
this counterclockwise-spinning beast, called the polar vortex, is thought to be caused in part by a
warm summer over the Arctic and a relatively cold fall over Siberia. The result for the United States
and northern Europe? A severe winter lasting throughout February and possibly into March.” – My
what a fantastic prediction! – Now let us talk about the coming axis change that Neal Frisby wrote
about, and here are some Scriptures that he wrote about also. And now a quote from Brother Frisby.

THE EARTH TUMBLES AND SHAKES – “In my earlier writings I said the earth’s axis will shift
again in this last generation. The Bible says, the foundations of the earth are out of course! And this
causes our harsh seasons of storms, tornadoes, etc.  But the Lord Jesus is going to shift it back for the
millennium and as He does, this will cause the greatest earthquakes that the earth has ever seen! All
the cities and mountains will fall!” (Rev. 16:18-21) “I also stated that volcanic eruptions would
precede this. – Now some scientists say that this planet will have a cataclysmic pole shift in which
the earth tumbles or becomes shattered! Jesus said unless He shortened ‘the time’ no flesh would be
saved. But for the elects’ sake those days shall be shortened.  (Matt. 24:22) – Isa. 24:1, read verses 18-
20. “It gives a perfect description of the earth’s axis shifting! – Verse 6 tells us it will be during the
time of atomic war when the earth is burned and few men left! – Prophecy marches on!”

SCIENCE is feverishly working on weather control and lightning as a weapon for destruction.
Evidently as the age closes they do this very thing. Ezekiel 38:9, “Thou shalt ascend and come like a
storm, thou shalt be like a cloud to cover the land, thou, and all thy hands, and many people with
thee.” – We see also in one chapter hail will fall at 100 pounds. Rev. 16:21, “And there fell upon men a
great hail out of heaven, every stone about the weight of a talent: and men blasphemed God because
of the plague of the hail; for the plague thereof was exceeding great!” Everything goes radical.

GOD HAS ALWAYS REVEALED THE FUTURE. – (Gen. 18:17-19) – “Wherein he did not hide from
Abraham the coming destruction. And the saints of God will not be left in ignorance either! While we
will not know the day or hour of His Second Coming, we will know the time and the season. (I
Thess. 5:4) End quote. – My what a year so far! The weather has certainly shown us a great
disturbance. More on drastic changes coming in my future letters.

This month we are releasing a book called “The Shekinah Wheel” and DVD, “Dimensional
Prophecy.” Ones you will not want to miss! – A great move of God with our foreign partners is going
on. There’s no better time to help in this gospel work. With your valuable help we can continue this
important work of saving souls. It will surely be appreciated. Jesus will certainly prosper and bless
you. I will be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Dimensional Prophecy”
“The Crowning Light” Also available: “Authoritative Faith”
“The Conditions” ($20.00 donation each)
“The Midnight Hour Prophecy”


